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What’s new?
• 28 new books were purchased last month for the Faculty of Creative Arts. To view the titles select the New books link on the Library’s homepage at www.library.uow.edu.au
• The Ezra Pound encyclopedia edited by Demetres P. Tryphonopoulous, and Stephen J. Adams. This reference book may be found on Level 1 of the Main Library at the call no. 811.52/6

Try the database Grove Music Online
Grove Music Online is an indispensable database for anyone who is interested in music. The database is full-text with illustrations and sound examples.

Additional databases for Creative Arts can be found on the Databases page under the By Faculty link on the Library website.

E-books for Creative Arts
E-books offer the convenience of being available 24/7 from anywhere with internet access. Numerous titles are available for Creative Arts, for instance:

Title: African-American Art
Author: Sharon F. Patton

To find related material use the Catalogue Keyword search function. Type in your keyword, eg ‘art*’ and select ‘EBOOK’ from the dropdown menu beside Material Type. Use the truncation symbol * to widen your search and find entries which may include the words art, arts, artist and artists.

Hints and tips
Are you retrieving unrelated articles when using Project Muse? Increase the number of relevant results by:
• Clicking on the ‘Advanced Search’ link
• Limit your search using the ‘By Journal’ pull down menu
• Select ‘All Muse Titles by Subject’